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The realization of Dirac and Weyl physics in solids has made topological materials one of the main focuses
of condensed matter physics. Recently, the topic of topological nodal line semimetals, materials in which Dirac
or Weyl-like crossings along special lines in momentum space create either a closed ring or line of degenera-
cies, rather than discrete points, has become a hot topic in topological quantum matter. Here we review the
experimentally confirmed and theoretically predicted topological nodal line semimetals, focusing in particular
on the symmetry protection mechanisms of the nodal lines in various materials. Three different mechanisms: a
combination of inversion and time-reversal symmetry, mirror reflection symmetry, and non-symmorphic sym-
metry, and their robustness under the effect of spin orbit coupling are discussed. We also present a new Weyl
nodal line material, the Te-square net compound KCu2EuTe4, which has several Weyl nodal lines including one
extremely close to the Fermi level (<30 meV below EF). Finally, we discuss potential experimental signatures
for observing exotic properties of nodal line physics.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topologically nontrivial states of matter have been of great
interest in the field of topological quantum materials during
the past decade for their rich and novel physics. The field
was ignited after the discovery of topological insulators (TIs)
- materials that exhibit robust metallic surface states protected
by the topology in the insulating bulk1,2. Recently, topological
semimetals (TSM) such as Dirac and Weyl semimetals were
discovered which can also host metallic surface states with a
semi-metallic bulk3.
Three types of TSMs, Dirac (DSM), Weyl (WSM), and
nodal-line semimetals (NLS) have been discovered. A DSM,
shown in Figure 1a, is the result of two doubly degenerate
bands crossing near the Fermi level (EF) at a discrete point
in k-space, known as a Dirac point. Demanded by both in-
version and time-reversal symmetry, the four-fold degener-
ate Dirac point has a band dispersion that is linearly de-
pendent with k. Such a linearly dispersed band structure
causes the low energy excitations near the crossing point to
be Dirac fermions. The existence of a 3D DSM was first
confirmed by angular-resolved photoemission spectroscopy
(ARPES) in Na3Bi4,5 and Cd3As26–8, where the Dirac points
are topologically protected by C3 and C4 rotation symmetry
respectively4,9,10. These materials exhibit many exotic trans-
port properties, such as ultrahigh mobility and titanic MR
(MR)9,11–14.
When either inversion symmetry or time reversal symmetry
is broken, doubly degenerate bands become spin split when
considering SOC, separating into two singly degenerate band
crossings called Weyl points, as shown in Figure 1b. Ac-
cording to the ‘no-go theorem’15,16, they can only appear in
pairs of opposite chirality17–20. The existence of Weyl points
near the EF leads to several special characteristics, including
Fermi arcs on the surface18,19,21,22 and the chiral anomaly in
the bulk23–32, among many others33,34. The Weyl points can be
seen as singularity points of Berry curvature (source or sink),
or ‘magnetic monopoles’ in k-space. The Fermi arcs, unlike
closed Fermi surfaces in 2d or 3d metals, are open ‘arcs’ that
connect the two opposite Weyl points on the boundary. Weyl-
like states have first been observed in inversion symmetry-
breaking compounds TaAs35–37, NbAs38, TaP, NbP39,40 as well
as in photonic crystals41. They have also been observed in
other inversion symmetry-breaking materials such as MoTe2,
WTe2 and other Ta or Nb monopnictides21,42–47. These Weyl
particles are associated with a number of novel transport phe-
nomena, such as ultra-high mobility, titanic MR and the chiral
anomaly25,30,48–52.
In contrast to DSMs and WSMs, which have zero dimen-
sional band crossings, NLSs have extended band crossings
along special lines in k-space. Nodal lines can cross the Bril-
louin zone (BZ) in the shape of a closed ring or a line53, as
shown in Figure 1c. Similar to the characteristic 1D Fermi
arc surface state of WSMs, nodal ring semimetals are char-
acterized by the 2D topological ‘drumhead’ surface state54.
The distinguishing characteristic of these ‘drumhead’ surface
states is that they are embedded inside the ‘direct gap’ be-
tween conduction and valence bands in the 2D projection of
the nodal ring55,56. These edge states are approximately dis-
persionless, analogous to the acoustic vibration on the surface
of a drum, and give rise to a large density of states57. The
flat band surface states could potentially realize high tem-
perature superconductivity, magnetism, or other correlated
effects57,58. There have been several predictions of novel phe-
nomena in Nodal line/ ring systems. In nodal ring systems,
long range coulomb interactions are expected due to a vanish-
ing density of states at the EF and partially screened Coulomb
interaction59. In addition, the appearance of zero modes due
to non-dispersive Landau levels is predicted to exist inside
the nodal ring60. Nodal line systems are predicted to show
a quasi-topological electromagnetic response which is related
to charge polarization and orbital magnetization61, as well as
a light-induced Floquet effect in which NLS can be driven into
a WSM state through a circularly polarized light62–64.
Crystallographic symmetries play an important role in real-
izing TSMs. Depending on the symmetry protection, NLS
can typically be categorized into two types: Dirac Nodal
Line Semimetals (DNLS) and Weyl Nodal Line Semimetals
(WNLS). The DNLS are found in materials with both inver-
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FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of Dirac node, Weyl node and
Nodal line/ ring in momentum space. (a) Schematic of a
Dirac semimetal where the bands are linearly dispersed
around the Dirac point. The Dirac point is shown by the
green dot. (b) Weyl semimetal, in which the Weyl points with
opposite chirality are connected by the characteristic Fermi
arc. The Weyl points are shown by the green dot and Fermi
arc is shown by the black dotted line. (c) Nodal line
semimetals where valence and conduction bands cross along
special lines in momentum space forming either a
ring-shaped line or 1D line, shown by the green circle/ line.
sion symmetry and time reversal symmetry. When SOC is
neglected or negligibly small, band inversions happen at one
or more high symmetry points along the BZ, resulting in two
doubly degenerate bands crossing each other to form a four-
fold degenerate nodal line. WNLS lack either inversion or
time-reversal symmetry allowing for spin slitting. Therefore,
the otherwise four-fold degenerate nodal lines split into two
singly degenerate nodal lines which are protected by one ad-
ditional symmetry. Although it is known that certain crys-
talline symmetries play an important role in protecting band
degeneracy65, finding materials with stability of the degener-
acy near the EF , especially in the presence of SOC, is still one
of the main goals of the field66,67.
In the last few years, this field has gone through a lot of de-
velopment, in regards to the theoretical proposals, the discov-
ery of new materials, and the study of experimental phenom-
ena. A number of comprehensive reviews on related topics
have also came up3,33,67–72. This work will detail the afore-
mentioned protection mechanisms in the context of both pre-
dicted as well as the verified NLS materials. Section II re-
views three types of crystalline symmetries that generate NLS,
including inversion plus time-reversal symmetry, mirror re-
flection symmetry, and non-symmorphic symmetry. The ef-
fect of SOC on these symmetry protections will also be dis-
cussed. Section III presents examples of materials which
are observed or predicted, by these three protection mecha-
nisms, to be NLS. Out of the currently studied materials only
Pb(Tl)TaSe2 and Zr(Hf)SiS have WNL and DNL’s, respec-
tively, in a real-life scenario. PbTaSe2 was the only WNLS,
in which two Weyl nodal rings are 0.05 eV and 0.15 eV
above the EF . It also has one accidental nodal ring created by
SOC73. Zr(Hf)SiS, SrIrO3, and IrO2 have nodal ring/ line pro-
tected by non-symmorphic symmetry that are robust against
SOC66,74,75. SrIrO3, however, can gap out when magnetic or-
dering is included, and is still being investigated76. All other
DNLS reviewed here have nodal rings without SOC, however,
including SOC turns them into Weyl semimetals or TIs. Sec-
tion IV predicts a new WNLS candidate, KCu2EuTe4, which,
like PbTaSe2, has Weyl nodal lines and rings very close to EF
in the presence of SOC. Section V summarizes and discusses
the potential future applications of NLS.
II. CRYSTALLINE SYMMETRIES
The DNLS can be considered as a starting point for real-
izing many other topological states. Figure 2 shows the rela-
tionship between these different topological classes. Starting
from a spinless DNLS, SOC could lift the degeneracy along
the crossing line, leading to 1) a spinful DNLS when the line
of degeneracy is protected by a combination of time-reversal,
inversion, and non-symmorphic symmetry (i.e. ZrSiS74,77,78);
2) a spinful WNLS (i.e. PbTaSe273,79–82) when mirror reflec-
tion within high symmetry plane protects the nodal lines, but
broken inversion symmetry (or broken time-reversal symme-
try) splits the spin component at the nodal ring, giving rise
to two Weyl rings; 3) a 3D DSM (i.e. Cu3PdN83,84) if certain
symmetry-invariant points are protected by rotation symmetry
as well; 4) a WSM (i.e. TaAs21,37) when the system has mir-
ror reflection symmetry, orthogonal orbital component mak-
ing up the electronic states, and proper strength of SOC; 5)
a TI (i.e. Mackay-Terrones crystal54) if the material has only
inversion and time-reversal symmetry. This would give rise
to a gapped bulk state but linearly dispersed projected surface
states. Starting from DSMs, breaking either inversion or time-
reversal symmetry will lead to WSMs.
The symmetry of a crystal structure and the atomic or-
bitals making up the electronic states at band crossings deter-
mine which topological state is realized under consideration
of SOC: the electronic states must be orthogonal to each other
in order to not get hybridized with each other and open a gap.
This means one has to consider both crystal symmetry and
orbital symmetry and, when taking spins of electrons into ac-
count, to consider the number of irreducible representations in
the double group. For example, the C2v point group (without
spin) has four irreducible representations, but the C2v double
group (including spins) only has one irreducible representa-
tion. Since two bands with the same irreducible representa-
tion hybridize (mixing because they are not orthogonal), C2v
is gapped in the presence of SOC86.
Global symmetry and spatial/ lattice symmtry are needed
to realize NLS. Currently, three different recipes are known to
yield a NLS. One is the combination of inversion and time-
3FIG. 2: Schematic of different topological states and their relationship with each other. The symmetries in red (blue) caption
indicate the global symmetry or spatial/ lattice symmetry elements need to be preserved (broken) to realize the new topological
phase.
*: The evolvement to Weyl semimetal require mirror reflection symmetry, atomic orbital components making up the bands
forming the nodal lines, as well as the proper strength of SOC. If the strength of SOC is too strong, the system turns into a fully
gapped insulator85.
reversal symmetry. The second recipe is to introduce addi-
tional mirror symmetry, where the degeneracy on the mir-
ror plane is protected. The third recipe is to introduce non-
symmorphic symmetry such as glide mirror or screw rotation.
The non-symmorphic symmetry demands normally singly de-
generate points to cross at certain doubly degenerate points at
the BZ zone boundary86,87. SOC plays different roles in three
scenarios. In this section, these three recipes, as well as the
effect of SOC on them will be discussed.
A. Inversion and time-reversal symmetry
In the absence of SOC, a crystalline system with simultane-
ous presence of time-reversal and inversion symmetries gen-
erates a DNL in 3D83. In such case when the 3D block Hamil-
tonian is invariant under inversion and time-reversal symme-
try, inversion and time-reversal symmetry constrain the Berry
phase (Φ) on a closed loop in momentum space (C) to satisfy
Φ(C) = Φ(-C) and Φ(C) = Φ(−C)∗. A non-trivial loop, where
4FIG. 3: Band folding in one-dimensional polymers. (a) Band structure of a polymer in which there are two atoms per unit cell.
The bands contain two branches: one from the ‘running up’ bonding bands, and one from the ‘running down’ antibonding
bands. The two branches intersect at k = pi/(2a). (b) Band structure of a polymer in which there is one atom per unit cell. The
BZ is doubled because the unit cell is one half as it is in (a). (c) Production of band structure in (a) by folding band structure in
(b). (d)-(e) Enlargement of the unit cell causes the multiplicity of bands. Bands are folded three times when the unit cell is
tripled, four times when quadrupled.
Φ(C) = -1, means that the loop contains a degeneracy. In 3D,
this guarantees a small nodal loop at the band inversion83.
In the presence of SOC, Dirac crossings generated with this
mechanism are, in general, gapped out owing to band repul-
sion, unless the SOC is negligibly small, turning the system
into a TI. However, if the system has an additional Cn, in par-
ticular, C3, C4, and C6 rotation symmetries, the rotation sym-
metry can protect the band crossing at certain generic discrete
points, turning the system into a DSM in the presence of SOC.
Specifically, one has to consider the crystal structure and or-
bital symmetry in a double group along the rotation axis. If
the electronic states along the rotation axis have different irre-
ducible representations, rotation symmetry protects the Dirac
points on the axis. Everything else over the BZ is gapped, thus
giving rise to a 3D DSM in the SOC regime86.
B. Mirror reflection symmetry
When the mirror operation and the Hamiltonian commute,
nodal rings can be generated and protected by mirror reflec-
tion symmetry in the absence of SOC. For example, assuming
a system described by Hamiltonian H(kx, ky, kz) has mirror
reflection Mxy, one has MH(kx, ky, -kz)M−1 = H(kx, ky, kz).
In two high symmetry planes, kz = 0 and kz = pi, the mirror
operation and the Hamiltonian commute. This makes them
simultaneously diagonalizable, resulting in oppositely signed
mirror eigenvalues. Therefore, without SOC, these two bands
that cross at the Dirac point are protected by the reflection
symmetry from hybridizing with each other66,67,88,89.
Taking into account of SOC, depending on the atomic or-
bitals making up the electronic states and the strength of
SOC, SOC can turn a spinless Dirac nodal rings into 1)
a spinful Weyl nodal rings within the mirror planes (i.e.
PbTaSe273,79–82). In this case, the WNLs are protected by mir-
ror reflection symmetry; 2) a Weyl semimetal which has Weyl
points off the mirror planes (i.e. TaAs21,37). These Weyl points
are completely accidental, highly depends on the strength of
SOC, and are no longer a result of mirror symmetry. 3) a TI
when the strength of SOC is strong enough (i.e. CaAgAs85,89).
C. Non-symmorhpic symmetry
To understand how non-symmorphic symmetry generates a
NLS, it is important to first understand how more than one
electronic unit in a unit cell, or the choice of unit cell, results
in band folding. The following explanation was first laid out
by Hoffman et al90,91. Consider a 1D chain of molecules, one
can either see it as a polymer with one atom per unit cell, or
twice as many atoms per unit cell. Constructing the orbitals of
the polymer with two different unit cells, when the polymer is
5FIG. 4: Band folding in two-dimensional square lattice. (a) Symmorphic square lattice with mirror reflection symmetry, in
which the unit cell is shown in green. (b) Non-symmorphic square lattice with glide symmetry. The unit cell shown in red is
larger than the unit cell of symmorphic square lattice. (c) The BZ of the symmorphic and non-symmorphic square lattices,
which are enclosed by green and red lines respectively. The green shaded area I is equal to the green shaded area II by
translation, which is also equivalent to red shaded area II by time-reversal symmetry. (d)-(e) The band structure of
non-symmorphic square lattice (e) can be obtained from the band structure of symmorphic square lattice (d). Folding the square
made by Γ-X’-M’-M-Γ along M-X’ makes M’ coincide with Γ. Therefore, Γ-X of the non-symmorphic lattice can be obtained
by folding Γ-M’ of the symmorphic square lattice in half. Similarly, the same folding makes X’-M’ superimpose onto Γ-X’
which is equivalent to Γ-M of the non-symmorphic lattice. The dashed lines show folding points of the symmorphic band
structure.
considered to have two atoms per unit cell, as shown in Fig-
ure 3a, it has one branch disperse upward from the bonding
orbitals, and the other branch disperse downward from the an-
tibonding orbitals. The bonding and antibonding orbitals are
degenerate precisely at k = pi/(2a). When the polymer is re-
garded as having one atom per unit cell, the band structure is
plotted in Figure 3b with a larger BZ.
Since the band structure of a polymer should not depend
on the choice of unit cell, the two unit cell construction must
result in identical band structures. In other words, the band
structure in Figure 3a with two bands and the band structure
in Figure 3b with one band must carry the same information
about electronic bands. This could be understood in the way
that the production of Figure 3a is Figure 3b being ‘folded
back’, as the process shown in Figure 3c. This band-folding
process can be continued. If the unit cell is tripled, the band
will fold as shown in Figure 3d. If it is quadrupled, it folds
like shown in Figure 3e, and so on90.
This is essentially what happens in non-symmoprhic sym-
metry crystals. A non-symmorphic symmetry element G =
{g | t}, shown in Figure 4b, is composed of a point group sym-
metry operation g and a partial lattice translation t. The trans-
lation operation do not conserve spatial origin, and causes
enlargement of a unit cell in comparison to the symmorphic
space group (comparing Figure 4a and 4b). The enlargement
of a unit cell is analogous to the double-atom-per-unit-cell
idea discussed in Figure 3, which causes the folding of k-
space, and forces a band degeneracy the BZ boundary.
The band structures of non-symmorphic symmetry crystals
can simply be generated by the folding back procedure. Given
the two unit cells in Figure 4a and 4b, one can construct the
corresponding BZ as shown in Figure 4c, where the BZ of the
symmorphic square lattice is shown in green and that of non-
symmorphic square lattice is shown in red. The green shaded
area I can be translated back to the green shaded area II, which
is equal to the red shaded area by time-reversal symmetry be-
cause time-reversal symmetry implies En(k)= En(-k). Since X
lies exactly at the midpoint of Γ-M’, and also of M-X’, folding
the Γ-X’-M’-M square in half across the M-X’ diagonal like a
sheet of paper, one can see that X-M’ folds directly onto Γ-X.
Similarly, X’-M’ folds onto Γ-X’. In addition, Γ-X’ is equiv-
alent to Γ-M, thus explaining the band structure in Figure 4e
6as a simple folding of Figure 4d91. In particular, Γ-X of the
non-symmorphic square can be constructed by folding Γ-M’
of the symmorphic square lattice in half, and Γ-M (which is
equivalent to Γ-X’) of the non-symmorphic square can be con-
structed by the superposition (caused by the folding) of Γ-X’
and X’-M’ of the symmorphic square lattice91.
What is interesting about the non-symmorphic protected
nodal lines is that they cannot be gapped by SOC because
they are protected by a lattice translation87. Take glide mir-
ror as an example, since the translation t is a fraction of a
primitive unit vector, in spinless systems for Bloch states at
k, G2 = e−ik·t. Therefore, the glide eigenvalues are ±e−ik·t/2.
Considering spins, the glide eigenvalues are ±ie−ik·t/2. Either
with or without SOC, the non-symmorphic symmetry give
two distinct eigenvalues, therefore the bands are protected
from being hybridized88.
III. MATERIAL REALIZATION
A. Time-reversal and inversion symmetry protected nodal line
materials
Centrosymmetric materials have inversion symmetry. If
time-reversal symmetry is also presence in the system, four-
fold degeneracies along nodal rings can be realized. Nodal
rings created in this way generally exist only in the limit of
vanishing SOC. Including SOC typically turns the DNLS into
either a DSM or a TI. Some predicted centrosymmetric DNL
materials include cubic antiperovskite materials Cu3NX83,84,
CaTe92, LaX93, Ca3P294, CaP3 family95, BaSn296,97, AlB2-
type diborides98–100, and 3D carbon allotrope materials with
negligible SOC such as Mackay-Terrones crystals54 and hy-
perhoneycomb lattices101. In addition, two-dimensional DNL
materials have also been proposed in monolayer Cu2Si102 and
honeycomb-kagome lattice103.
Table I to III show the crystal structures, electronic band
structures without and with SOC, as well as nodal line distri-
butions without SOC within a BZ. Without SOC, the Dirac
points responsible for the nodal lines are coded with red
square box in the band structure. With SOC, all three com-
pounds shown in Table I turn into DSM. All the other com-
pounds shown in Table II and III are gapped into TIs (except
TiB2). The Dirac points of DSM with SOC are coded with
red square box in their corresponding band structures. Nodal
lines without SOC within a BZ are shown in red lines, and the
high symmetry lines are shown in black lines together with
high symmetry points.
Cu3NX83,84: Cu3N crystallizes in the cubic anti-RuO3
structure in space group Pm3m No. 221. At the center of
the unit cell there is a void, which can host intercalate atoms
such as Ni, Cu, Pd, An, Ag, and Cd. By doping it with ex-
trinsic nonmagnetic atoms, a Dirac nodal ring occurs near the
EF without SOC. As an example, Cu3NPd is an antiperovskite
material (shown in Table I) in which the conduction and va-
lence bands are inverted at the R point. Without SOC, the
bands are six-fold degenerate around R, forming three nodal
rings perpendicular to each other. When SOC is included, C4
symmetry along the R-M line protects the Dirac point on the
line, making Cu3NPd, in reality, a 3D DSM with three pairs
of Dirac points. Since the heavy Pd in Cu3NPd brings a large
SOC, the effect of SOC can be diminished by replacing Pd
with lighter elements such as Ag and Ni.
CaTe92: CaTe is a CsCl-type structured alkaline-earth
chalcogenide also in space group Pm3m No. 221. With-
out SOC, CaTe is a topological nodal ring semimetal: three
nodal rings are perpendicular to each other at M point with
the drumhead surface states embedded within each ring (Ta-
ble I). When SOC is considered, each nodal ring evolves into
two Dirac points along the M-R line, which are protected by
the C4 rotation symmetry, making CaTe a 3D DSM.
LaX93,97,104–107: The family of lanthanum monopnictides
LaX has the rock salt structure, where X could be N, P, As,
Sb, or Bi. It is in space group Fm-3m No. 225 (shown in
Table I). When SOC is ignored in LaN, band crossings form
three intersecting nodal rings centered at the X point, which
are protected by inversion symmetry, time-reversal symmetry,
as well as C4 rotation symmetry. When SOC is considered,
spin rotation symmetry is broken, resulting in a lift of degen-
eracy everywhere except two Dirac points. Therefore, SOC
turns the nodal rings into three sets of Dirac points at three X
points. However, the other compounds in the pnictogen group
are TIs with SOC because of larger lattice constant and en-
hanced SOC93.
Although the DFT calculations show the compounds in the
LaX family other than LaN to be TIs with SOC, some re-
cent transport measurements indicate that they behave like
semimetals104–106. In particular, both LaSb and LaBi show ex-
treme MR, which are possibly originated from a combination
of electron-hole compensation and a special orbital texture on
the electron pocket104,105. Their anisotropic characteristic of
MR is the result of ellipsoidal electron pockets centered at the
X point106. However, ARPES measurements show that LaSb
is topological trivial without any surface state observed107,
and LaBi with an usual surface state which has a linear con-
duction band and a parabolic valence band108.
Ca3P289,94: Ca3P2 has the hexagonal Mn5Si3 type crystal
structure with space group P63/mcm No. 193 (shown in Table
II). Without SOC, Ca3P2 shows a four-fold degenerate nodal
ring. Band crossings are protected by kz=0 mirror plane and
a combination of inversion and time-reversal symmetry. The
SOC is very small for the light elements Ca and P and when
SOC is included, spin-rotation symmetry is conserved result-
ing in a very small band gap opening in the crossing of Ca3P2.
CaP3 family95: The crystal structure of CaP3 families
(CaP3, CaAs3, SrP3, SrAs3, and BaAs3) can be seen as a se-
ries of 2D puckered polyanionic layers stacking on top of each
other: within each layer, 14 P atoms form a 2D circle, with 2
Ca atoms sitting inside the circle; in between the layers, differ-
ent layers stack along the b axis. Among the CaP3 family of
materials, CaP3 and CaAs3 belong to space group P1; SrP3,
SrAs3, and BaAs3 belong to space group C2/m. The fam-
ily has both inversion and time-reversal symmetry. Without
SOC, the conduction and valence bands with opposite eigen-
values are inverted around Y point near the EF , giving rise
to the nodal lines for SrP3, SrAs3, and BaAs3 at the Γ-Y-S
7TABLE I: Centrosymmetric nodal line materials
Materials Cu3NPd CaTe LaN
Crystal
structure
Band structure
without SOC
Band structure
with SOC
Nodal line
distribution
without SOC
References [83], [84] [92] [93], [97], [104-107]
plane, and the nodal lines for CaP3 and CaAs3 slightly off
the plane. Taking into account of SOC, all the crossings are
gapped along the nodal line, making them TIs. Among all
materials within the family, SrP3 gives the smallest gap (6.11
meV along S-Y and 1.76 meV along Y-Γ). Table II shows an
example of BaAs3. The SOC induced gap in BaAs3 is 38.97
meV along S-Y direction and 6.22 meV along Y-Γ direction.
Alkaline-earth stannides, germanides, and silicides96,97:
The alkaline-earth AX2 family of compounds have similar
crystal and electronic structures. BaSn2 (Table II), for exam-
ple, crystalizes in the trigonal structure. It is in space group
P3m1 No. 164. In BaSn2, Sn atoms form a honeycomb lattice
and the Ba layer intercalates between two adjacent Sn layers.
When SOC is ignored, these materials are characterized by a
snakelike closed nodal ring winding around the A point, ex-
tending above and below the kz = pi plane. The nodal ring
is protected by a combination of inversion and time-reversal
symmetry. The special shape of the nodal line is determined
by additional symmetries, such as the C2 operation along A-H
and the C3 rotation symmetry along Kz. BaSn2 has only one
nodal ring within the BZ; most other nodal ring systems typi-
cally have multiple circles or ellipses. When SOC is included,
the nodal line is gapped and the system becomes a TI.
AlB2-type diborides98–100: Both TiB2 and ZrB2 crystallize
in centrosymmetric layered hexagonal structure with space
group P6/mmm No. 191 (Table II). It consists graphene-
8TABLE II: Time-reversal and inversion symmetry protected nodal line materials (continued)
Materials Ca3P2 BaAs3 BaSn2 TiB2
Crystal
structure
Band structure
without SOC
Band structure
with SOC
Nodal line
distribution
without SOC
References [89], [94] [95] [96], [97] [98-100]
like boron layers and alternating hexagonal titanium or zir-
conium layers. Both compounds have been successfully syn-
thesized in laboratory, and have brought much interests owing
to the unique combination of properties such as high melt-
ing point, high bonding strength, high thermal and electrical
conductivity109,110.
Some electronic properties of the AlB2 diborides are em-
bedded in their band structures, such as a nodal net structure
including triple point, nexus, and nodal link98,99. Take TiB2 as
an example, without SOC, six band crossings emerge around
the EF , along the H-Γ, Γ-A, A-H, K-Γ, M-K, and L-A direc-
tions. These band crossings give rise to four different kinds
of nodal line structures, including 1) a nodal ring in the Mxy
plane centered around K point100; 2) a nodal ring in the in the
Mxy plane centered around A point; 3) nodal lines in three
vertical mirror planes σv1, σv2, and σv3; 4) nodal line along
Γ-A starting from a triple point. All the four classes of nodal
lines together compose a complex nodal net structure. In the
presence of SOC, all the crossings except the one along Γ-A
are gapped out, with the gap size ranging from 18 meV to 26
meV. SOC also generates a new Dirac point along Γ-A.
Mackay-Terrones crystal54: A Mackay-Terrones crystal
(MTC) is a 3D network formed by tessellation of 4, 6, or 8
member carbon rings on top of a primitive Schwarz minimal
surface. Table III shows a 6-membered example with space
group Pm3m. Without SOC, the coexistence of spacial inver-
sion and time-reversal symmetry generate and protect three
orthogonal nodal rings. The nodal rings are in the kx = pi/a,
ky = pi/a, and kz = pi/a planes around the R point. Nodal
line distributions in Table II show the electron pockets con-
tribution (in blue) and hole pocket contribution (in red) to the
nodal lines. Including SOC, a gap opens up leading to a 3D
TI. However, similar to graphene, the computed SOC is very
small (around 0.13 meV at 1.5 K).
3D Honeycomb lattice101,111,112: A 3D honeycomb lattice
is a 3D analog to a 2D honeycomb lattice. Two typical 3D
honeycomb lattices include the hyperhoneycomb and stripy-
honeycomb lattice, which can be realized in β-Li2IrO3 and γ-
Li2IrO3, respectively113–115. Both of these lattices have been
predicted to host nodal loops without SOC. For example, in
9TABLE III: Time-reversal and inversion symmetry protected nodal line materials (continued)
Materials MTC Hyperhoneycomb lattice Cu2Si Hg3As2
Crystal
structure101
1
2
3
4
x
z
1
2 3
4
5
6
7
8
x
z
b)
y
a)
y
Band structure
without
SOC54,101
-0.4
-0.3
-0.2
-0.1
0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
Γ X M Γ R
E
n
e
rg
y
 (
e
V
)
R
T2u
T1g
T2u
T1g
Band structure
with SOC
N/A N/A
Nodal line
distribution
without
SOC54,101
References [54] [101], [111], [112] [102] [103]
the hyperhoneycomb lattice, shown in Table III, all atoms are
connected by three coplanar bonds spaced by 120 degrees.
The planar trigonal connectivity of sites and its sublattice
symmetry give rise to Dirac nodes. A tight-binding model re-
veals the Fermi surface to be a highly anisotropic torus shape,
and is expected to show quantized Hall conductivity when ap-
plying magnetic field along the torus direction101. Various an-
tiferromagnetic (AFM) orders are reported in the hyperhon-
eycomb lattice116–118, some of which can destroy the nodal
loop111. Including SOC in these systems, regardless of mag-
netism, evolves them into strong TIs101,111.
Cu2Si102: Cu2Si is composed of a honeycomb Cu lattice
and a triangular Si lattice, in which Si and Cu atoms are copla-
nar in monolayer (Table III). It is in space group P63/mmc No.
194. Without SOC, the Dirac nodal rings in Cu2Si are shown
as two concentric rings centered at Γ point. Introducing buck-
ling in the Cu lattice, shifting Si atoms out of plane, or artifi-
cially increasing the strength of SOC gaps out the nodal ring,
confirming that mirror symmetry protects the Dirac nodal ring
in the absence of SOC. However, because SOC is intrinsi-
cally small in Cu2Si, its effect is also small (gap openings
≤15 meV). Unlike many other proposed materials which are
hard to synthesize, especially in thin film form, the experi-
mental synthesis of monolayer Cu2Si on Cu(111) surface by
chemical vapor deposition has been realized decades ago, and
ARPES has been measured confirming the band crossings at
both sides of Γ102.
Honeycomb-kagome(HK) lattice103: HK lattice is a com-
posite lattice composed by interpenetrating honeycomb and
kagome sublattices. It can be realized in A3B2 compounds
where A is a group-IIB cation and B is a group-VA anion.
A3B2 compounds have been predicted to host a 2D nodal
ring. For example, in Hg3As2 (Table III) with space group
P63/mmc No. 194, a band inversion happens between the Hg
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s-orbital and the As pz-orbital without SOC. With respect to
xy mirror plane, the eigenstates of two bands have same parity
but opposite eigenvalues, therefore resulting in a band inver-
sion. In the presence of SOC, the nodal ring turns into a 2D
TI, which has been confirmed by the existence of nontrivial
helical edge states103.
B. Mirror reflection symmetry protected nodal line materials
When a material has a mirror reflection symmetry which
commutes with its Hamiltonian, without SOC, nodal lines can
be generated by the mirror operation. With SOC, depending
on the strength of SOC as well as the atomic orbitals mak-
ing up the electronic states, the spin degeneracy can be lifted,
evolving a DNLS into a WNLS (PbTaSe2), a WSM (TaAs and
HfC), or a TI (CaAgX(X = P, As)). These three classes are
discussed below in this section.
Table IV to V show the crystal structures, electronic band
structures without and with SOC, nodal line (Weyl points) dis-
tributions without and with SOC within a BZ, as well as the
available ARPES measurements confirming the presence of
nodal lines (Weyl points). Without SOC, the Dirac points cor-
responding to the nodal lines are coded with red square boxes
in the band structure. With SOC, the red square boxes indicate
the mirror symmetry protected crossings and SOC created ac-
cidental crossings. The nodal line distribution without SOC,
as well as the nodal line/ Weyl points distributions with SOC
are also shown in the tables.
Pb(Tl)TaSe273,79–82,119–121: PbTaSe2, shown in Table IV,
is a layered, non-centrosymmetric compound in space group
P-6m2 No.18779. Specific heat, electrical resistivity, and
magnetic susceptibility, London penetration depth measure-
ments have shown it to be a anisotropic type-II BCS
superconductor79,119–121. The crystal structure of PbTaSe2 can
be thought of as alternating stacks of TaSe2 and hexagonal Pb
layers, with Pb atoms directly sitting above the Se atoms. It
contains a mirror plane going through the Ta atomic plane that
reflects kz to -kz, which plays the essential role in protecting
the topological nodal line.
Without SOC, the conduction and valence bands of both Pb
and Se belong to different representations with opposite eigen-
values, forming spinless nodal rings around H and H’ in the
plane of kz=pi. When SOC is included, due to the spin degen-
eracy being lifted because of the lack of inversion symmetry,
each band splits into two bands with opposite spin polarization
and mirror reflection eigenvalues. Consequently, the spinless
Dirac nodal ring turns into four spinful Weyl nodal rings. Of
these four spinful nodal rings, only two are protected by mir-
ror reflection, resulting in two nodal rings around H protected
by the reflection symmetry with respect to Ta atom plane. In
addition, SOC also gives rise to another accidental crossing
generating a nodal ring at the K point on the kz=0 plane that
does not exist without SOC. The ARPES measurements (Ta-
ble IV) along M-K-Γ show the nodal ring around K point, with
the surface states (SS) indicated by the blue arrows73,81. This
represents a rare case where SOC creates a Weyl nodal ring by
generating ‘new’ crossings rather than by just splitting Dirac
nodal rings apart. It also serves as a good example that sys-
tems with 2D massive Dirac fermions can be interfaced with a
transition metal dichalcogenide to create thermodynamically
stable 3D massive Dirac fermions.
Aside from the mirror-reflection protected and the acci-
dental band crossing generated nodal lines, spin momentum
locked spin texture is another interesting feature of PbTaSe2,
as it is one of the most prominent characteristics of topolog-
ical surface states80,81. Two superconducting topological sur-
face state (TSS) have been predicted by DFT calculations with
opposite helical spin polarization existing within the bulk gap
at Γ, and have been confirmed by quasiparticle scattering in-
terference results80. The fully gapped superconducting order
of the TSSs in the presence of helical spin polarization make
PbTaSe2, and related compounds, promising candidates to be
topological superconductors.
TaAs family21,30,35–38,40,48,52,122–129: TaAs is in a body-
centered tetragonal structure with non-symmorphic space
group I41md No. 109, which lacks inversion symmetry (Table
IV). Its structure can be thought of as planes of face sharing
trigonal prisms stacked on top of each other but rotated by 90
degrees every layer. It contains two mirror planes, Mx and My,
and two glide planes, Mxy and M−xy.
Without SOC, band crossings within the ZNΓ plane are
protected by My because of the opposite mirror eigenvalues,
therefore creating nodal rings within the plane. It is impor-
tant to note here that although TaAs also has glide mirrors, the
non-symmorphic mirror operations do not generate the cross-
ings in this system. Including SOC, the nodal rings within the
ZNΓ plane are fully gapped, resulting in two pairs of Weyl
points located 2 meV above the EF and four pairs of Weyl
points located about 21 meV below the EF . All Weyl points
are located slightly off the mirror planes.
After the theoretical prediction of this Weyl semimetal
family (TaAs, TaP, NbAs, and NbP), a series of photoe-
mission, tunneling spectroscopy, and transport measurements
have been carried out to probe the characteristic of Weyl
fermions. These include the observation of Fermi arcs
by ARPES35–38,40,122 and by scanning tunneling microscope
(STM)123,124. For example, Table IV shows an an ARPES
measurement of a broadband dispersion (i) and a zoomed-in
plot (ii) across the two Weyl points, denoted by WP+ and WP-
.
The linear band dispersion and non-trivial Berry phase are
characterized by chiral magnetotransport properties, such as
ultra-high mobility, large transverse MR52,125–128, and nega-
tive longitudinal MR30,48,126,127,129, and the studies of chiral
magnetotransport properties30,48,52,126,127.
HfC85: The WC-type HfC is in hexagonal space group
P6m2 No. 187 (Shown in Table V). It has time-reversal sym-
metry and two mirror planes, including Mxy and Mxz, but lacks
inversion symmetry. Protected by mirror symmetry Mxy and
Mxz, two types of nodal rings emerge in the absence of SOC,
one lying in the Mxy plane around the Γ point, and the other
one lying in the Mxz plane around the M point. With SOC, the
crossings along Γ-M, M-L, and M-A are fully gapped, split the
nodal chain into 30 pairs of Weyl points off the mirror planes.
CaAgX(X=P, As)130: CaAgX crystallizes in the ZrNiAl-
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TABLE IV: Mirror reflection symmetry protected nodal line materials
Materials PbTaSe2 TaAs
Crystal
structure
Band structure
without and
with SOC
Nodal line
distribution
without and
with SOC
ARPES37,73
References [73], [79-82], [119-121] [21], [30], [35-38], [40], [48], [52], [122-129]
type structure with space group P-62m No. 189 (Table V).
The AgX4 is in kagome-triangular lattice, which is formed by
edge and corner sharing tetrahedra with intercalated Ca atoms.
It has mirror reflection symmetry (Mxy) but lacks inversion
symmetry. Without SOC, the bulk DNL is protected by Mxy,
creating a nodal ring around the Γ point in the BZ. Turning
on SOC, the degeneracy in dihedral point group symmetry is
lifted, transforming the system into a TI. For CaAgP, however,
the effect of SOC is expected to be less than 1 meV130.
C. Non-symmorphic symmetry protected Dirac nodal line
materials
Non-symmorphic symmetry is a global symmetry that is ro-
bust against SOC. As discussed earlier, non-symmorphic sym-
metry creates band folding, resulting in otherwise singly de-
generate points to cross at certain doubly degenerate points at
the BZ boundaries.
Table VI to VII show the crystal structures, electronic
band structures without and with SOC, nodal line distribu-
tions without and with SOC within a BZ, as well as the avail-
able ARPES measurements confirming the presence of non-
symmorphic symmetry protected nodal lines and gapped un-
protected nodal lines. In the electronic band structure figures,
the Dirac points corresponding to the symmorphic symme-
try generated nodal lines are coded with red square boxes,
and those protected by non-symmorphic symmetry are coded
with green squares (ovals). In the nodal line distribution fig-
ures, the nodal lines generated by symmorphic symmetry are
shown in red lines, and those generated and protected by non-
symmorphic symmetry are shown with green lines. Only non-
symmorphic symmetry generated nodal lines survive in the
presence of SOC.
MSiS74,77,78,87,131–138: Zr(Hf)SiS is a tetragonal PbFCl-type
compound with space group P4/nmm No. 129. It has a
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TABLE V: Mirror reflection symmetry protected nodal line materials
Materials HfC CaAgAs
Crystal
structure
Band structure
without and
with SOC
Nodal line
distribution
without and
with SOC
TI with SOC
References [85] [130]
two-dimensional layered structure consisting of Zr(Hf) and
two neighboring S layers sandwiched between Si layers. The
square nets of Si atoms are located on a glide plane (Table VI).
The band structures without and with SOC clearly show
that the DNL generated by non-symmorphic symmetry of the
square lattice explained earlier is protected from gap opening
even in the presence of SOC87. The bands responsible for
the crossings linearly disperse as high as 2 eV above and be-
low the EF , which is a much larger range compared with the
other known Dirac materials. For ZrSiS, without SOC, several
Dirac-like crossings can be observed along Γ-X, Γ-M, Z-R and
Z-A, and are protected by C2v. The nodal loop generated by
these crossings is shown in red in Table VI. In addition, there
are two other Dirac crossings at the X and R points, which are
located 0.7 eV and 0.5 eV below the EF as well at M and A,
located at 2.3 eV below the EF . These crossings, shown by the
solid green and light blue lines in nodal line distribution with-
out SOC in table VI, are located within the glide mirror planes,
protected by the non-symmorphic symmetry. With SOC, the
C2v point group allows only one irreducible representation,
and therefore gaps out the Γ-X, Γ-M, Z-R and Z-A crossings
in both ZrSiS and HfSiS. However, the non-symmorphic pro-
tected crossings at M, X, A, and R are robust against SOC,
although these are buried below the EF .
The non-symmorphic symmetry protected and the unpro-
tected symmorphic DNL have been verified experimentally by
ARPES in the MSiS compound family74,77,78,131. In ZrSiS, the
DNL protected by non-symmorphic symmetry can be clearly
seen at X-R 0.5 eV below the EF . The Dirac points (DP)
responsible for the non-symmorphic nodal lines are shown
with red arrow in ARPES data in Table VI74,77,78. Similarly,
the non-symmorphic symmetry generated DNL was also been
measured in HfSiS78,131. However, the C2v protected DNL
along Γ-X and Γ-M are gapped out by SOC in both materials.
Consistent with the electronic calculation, the SOC splitting
is larger in HfSiS (80 meV) compared with ZrSiS (15 meV).
In addition, larger Rashba splitting has also been seen at the
time-reversal invariant X point in HfSiS131, likely due to the
heavier atomic mass of Hf compared to that of Zr.
Extraordinary magneto-electronic transport phenomenon
have been found in this material system132–136,138. The MR is
large and positive for both materials, reaching 1.8 × 105 per-
cent at 9T and 2K for ZrSiS without saturation133–135,138. The
MR are both highly anisotropic and both compounds show a
‘butterfly’-shaped angular MR, originating from the 2D and
3D Dirac pockets comprising Fermi surface132,136,138. In addi-
tion, ZrSiS also shows evidence of a topological phase transi-
tion with changing magnetic field angle132.
ZrSiS and HfSiS are two well-studied examples in the
larger ternary material family, WHM, (W=Zr, Hf, or La;
H=Si, Ge, Sn, or Sb; M=O, S, Se, and Te)140–142, which
share the same crystal structure and have topological non-
trivial phases. For example, ZrSiTe has the non-symmorphic
crossings at X and R lie very close to the EF , making it a good
candidate system to study non-symmorphic line nodes137.
Orthorhombic perovskite iridates66,67,76,139,143–150:
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TABLE VI: Non-symmorphic symmetry protected nodal line materials
Materials ZrSiS HfSiS
Crystal
structure
Band structure
without and
with SOC
Nodal line
distribution
without and
with SOC
ARPES78
References [74], [77], [78], [87], [131-138]
AIrO3, where A is an alkaline-earth metal, is a class of
orthorhombic perovskite iridates in space group Pbnm No.
62. A typical unit cell of AIrO3 has four Ir atoms with
different oxygen octahedral environments. It contains three
different mirror planes: b-glide, n-glide, and Mz.
Taking SrIrO3 as an example (shown in Figure VII), with-
out SOC, singly degenerate DNL are presence along U-R. In
the presence of strong SOC from Ir, a Dirac double nodal
ring emerges around the U point close to the EF , protected
by n-glide non-symmorphic symmetry. The double nodal ring
exhibits a non-trivial topology that leads to localized surface
zero mode protected by chiral (a combination of time-reversal
and particle-hole symmetry151) and mirror reflection symme-
try, and a pair of counter-propagating helical modes localized
in a dislocation line, making it a topological crystalline metal
(TCM)143. A direct observation of nodal lines in this corre-
lated oxide system is still under investigation76. When the n-
glide symmetry is broken, for example, by epitaxy-induced
symmetry breaking, the double-nodal line breaks into two
Dirac points67,146. When considering magnetism, the Dirac
nodal ring evolves into a Weyl nodal ring, Weyl points, or a
TI, depending on the direction of the field143.
Unusual magnetotransport properties are expected to arise
from such topological transitions. However, the MR of the
epitaxially-grown thin films are shown to be small148–150. One
study on strain-free bulk SrIrO3 shows the quadratic trans-
verse and linear longitudinal MR to be 100 percent and 50
percent at 14 T and 2 K, which are 2 to 3 orders of magni-
tude higher than the MR on strained thin films147. Further-
more, a change in optical conductivity spectra induced by in-
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TABLE VII: Non-symmorphic symmetry protected nodal line materials (Continued)
Materials SrIrO3 IrO2
Crystal
structure
Band structure
without and
with SOC
ta
Nodal line
distribution
without and
with SOC
ARPES139
N/A
References [66], [67], [76], [142-150] [75], [152], [153]
terband transition of Dirac cones has been observed. Such
filed-induced topological transition of Dirac nodes could be a
result of enhanced paramagnetic susceptibility147.
Rutile oxides75,152,153: RO2, where R could be Ir, Os, and
Ru, crystalizes in rutile-type lattice structures in space group
P42/mnm No. 136. It has one R atom sitting at each corner of
a unit cell, as well as one R atom at the center. Each R atom is
surrounded by six O atoms that form a distorted octahedron.
Rutile oxides have both inversion and time-reversal symme-
try. They also have mirror reflection symmetry Myz and Mxy,
four-fold rotation symmetry C4z, as well as non-symmorphic
symmetry nx and n4z. Two types of DNLs exist in this system,
which will be discussed below.
The first type of DNLs exist only in the absence of SOC.
Without SOC, six and eight fold crossing points appear along
Γ-Z and M-A directions, which are denoted as hexatruple
point (HP) and octuple point (OP). The HP and OP points
are connected by DNLs inside the BZ, forming a network as
shown in blue in Table VII. These nodal line networks exist
in the mirror reflection planes (110) and (1¯10). They are pro-
tected by mirror reflection symmetry without SOC, and can be
transformed to each other by either inversion or time-reversal
symmetry. With SOC, both HPs and OPs got gapped out, as
well as the DNLs connecting them.
The second type of DNLs are stable against SOC, because
of the non-symmorphic symmetry. As discussed earlier, the
combination of inversion and time-reversal symmetry give
rise to doubly degenerate crossings considering spins. In ad-
dition, the existence of non-symmorphic symmetry generates
even higher degeneracies at some specific k point in the BZ.
For example, in IrO2 (Table VII), without SOC, kx = pi and
ky = pi appear to be Dirac nodal planes. With SOC, the com-
bination of inversion, time-reversal symmetry, mirror reflec-
tion symmetry as well as non-symmorphic symmetry guaran-
tees four degenerate orthogonal eigenstates along both the X-
M and M-A direction. DNLs protected by non-symmorphic
symmetry in IrO2 are at the EF , which are possibly the reason
for the high conductivity and large MR in the system152,153.
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FIG. 5: Crystal structure, band structure, and nodal line distribution of KCu2EuTe4. (a) Crystal structure of KCu2EuTe4. (b,c)
Calculated bulk band structure of KCu2EuTe4 in paramagnetic phase without SOC and with SOC. (d) Nodal line distribution
without (upper) and with SOC (lower). The red lines represent DNLs that are created and protected by mirror symmetry; the
blue lines show the ‘flower-shaped’ WNLs that are generated by accidental band crossings upon considering SOC. (e-g)
Zoom-in band structure along M-Γ with the inclusion of SOC. The crossings shown in (e) is responsible for the four Weyl nodal
lines, in (f) corresponds to accidental ‘flower-shaped’ nodal rings, and in (g) is responsible for the accidental nodal line along
C4 axis. (h) Partial charge distribution of the states corresponding to the WNLs in (e). (i) Partial charge distribution of the states
corresponding to the WNLs in (f) and (g).
IV. KCU2EUTE4: A NEW MIRROR SYMMETRY
PROTECTED WNL
KCu2EuTe4 is one of the large family of Te square net com-
pounds and its crystal structure is shown in Figure 5a. Crys-
tallizing in the tetragonal space group P4mm No. 99, it can be
built up in the following way: layers of corner sharing EuTe8
square anti-prisms stack in edge-sharing manners with tetra-
hedral CuTe4 layers below and square anti-prismatic KTe8
layers above. The result is a non-centrosymmetric structure
with several square nets and a particularly dense Te-square
net shared by the KTe and EuTe layers. This lack of inver-
sion, unlike the ZrSiS family of compounds, allows SOC to
lift the spin degeneracies. KCu2EuTe4 has two sets of mirror
planes, Mx and Mxy, as well as C4 rotation symmetry, which
are responsible for creating the nodal line/rings in this com-
pound explained below.
The overview of the band structures of KCu2EuTe4 in the
paramagnetic state without and with SOC are shown in Fig-
ure 5b and 5c. As expected for square net compounds, with-
out SOC, highly linearly dispersive bands are observed to
cross the EF and almost exclusively create the Fermi surface.
Among them, one set of conduction and valence bands with
opposite parity invert nearly at the EF , resulting in four two-
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fold spinless DNL protected by Mxy mirror symmetry. The
distribution of this set of nodal lines in the first BZ is shown
in red in the upper panel of Figure 5d. The energy dispersion
of these nodal lines are almost flat.
Upon introducing SOC, each band splits into two singly de-
generate bands, giving rise to more band crossings in the Mxy
mirror plane. However, as noted earlier, only if the bands have
opposite eigenvalues (±i) under mirror operation are the band
crossings maintained. In KCu2EuTe4, the spinless DNL splits
into two spinful WNLs as shown in red in the lower panel of
Figure 5d. The band projections of these states show that the
WNLs are attributed to both the Eu and Te sublattices, shown
in Figure 5h. Similar to the inversion plus SOC generated
new crossing in PbTaSe2, SOC in KCu2EuTe4 also generates
a new accidental band crossing and a set of ‘flower-shaped’
Weyl nodal rings in the Mxy plane, appearing above the EF
shown in blue in the lower panel of Figure 5d. Band pro-
jections show that mainly Eu sublattices contribute to these
states (Figure 5i). A zoom-in view of the band between M
and G with SOC are shown in Figures 5e to 5g. Among them,
the band structure shown in Figure 5e corresponds to the DNL
split WNLs, Figure 5f corresponds to the crossing responsible
for the ‘flower shaped’ nodal ring, and Figure 5g corresponds
to inversion plus SOC newly generated nodal lines along the
C4 rotation axis.
It is also worth mentioning that aside from the nodal lines
and rings discussed above, more crossings both above and be-
low the EF , within about 1 eV, are present, implying more
interesting nodal lines/rings to be explored in this family of
compounds. Tuning the EF and band structure via chemi-
cal control, similar to the ZrSiS family, should be possible.
To the best of our knowledge, KCu2EuTe4 is the first pre-
dicted WNLS which have nodal lines almost exactly at the
EF , making it a good candidate to study the exotic physics
related to WNLS. Transport and magnetic measurements by
Kanatzidis et al indicate KCu2EuTe4 to be a paramagnetic
metal or semimetal down to 2 K154. Their electron diffraction
experiments revealed large amounts of twinning with possible
superstructure peaks indicating a small structural distortion.
However this has not been fully solved and is planned for fu-
ture work. In addition, since some distorted square nets can
be topologically equivalent to perfect square nets similar to
how hyper-honeycomb lattices are topologically equivalent to
perfect honeycombs, a rigorous study of the robustness of the
various crossings to likely distortion modes is currently under
preparation101.
V. SUMMARY AND EXPERIMENTAL OUTLOOK
Topological nodal line semimetals, as precursors of many
other TSMs or TIs, have drawn great interest in the field of
condensed matter physics in the last couple of years. The
combination of inversion and time-reversal symmetry often
generates nodal lines/rings, however their protection against
SOC requires one or more spatial symmetries, in particu-
lar, mirror reflection or non-symmorphic symmetry. Rotation
symmetry can make DNLSs into DSMs or TIs. Mirror re-
flection symmetry can protect the degeneracy on the plane of
the mirror, and non-symmorphic symmetry forces band de-
generacies at high symmetry points. Mirror reflections can
generate new crossings rather than just split four-fold cross-
ings when combined with a lack of inversion and large SOC.
Table V summarizes the experimentally confirmed and the-
oretically predicted topological nodal line semimetals, their
topological category without and with SOC, their gap size (if
applicable) as well as their corresponding crystalline symme-
tries.
With several materials now predicted to house the exotic
electronic structures of NLSs, future studies will focus on
experimental investigation of the properties stemming from
those electronic structures. Firstly, there is a large opportunity
to characterize the NLSs using probes other than photoemiss-
sion. As topological surface states is a characteristic signature
of the nontrivial topology, direct probing of drumhead sur-
face states is the next experimental step. The dispersion of the
drumhead surface states is smaller than that of typical bulk va-
lence and conduction bands, making them good candidates for
studying correlation effects at surfaces155. It is proposed that
in Dirac nodal ring systems, with coexistance of inversion and
time-reversal symmetries as well as negligible SOC, and in the
small Hubbard interaction region, surface ferromagnetism can
be obtained and characterized by the surface mode divergence
of the spin susceptibility155. Increasing the Hubbard inter-
action should drive the system into a surface charge-ordered
phase through a continuous quantum phase transition155. In
addition, the bulk DNLs can also be investigated via trans-
port measurements; Novel Landau level structures in nodal
ring semimetals are predicted as a function of the strength
and direction of applied magnetic fields60,101. Almost non-
dispersive Landau levels, as a function of momentum, have
been predicted when the magnetic field is applied in the plane
of the ring. Near the center of the ring, almost flat Dirac zero
modes are expected60.
Aside from just the fundamental physics of topological
nodal line semimetals, more applied investigations of these
materials have also been proposed, for example, making fu-
ture spintronic devices. One route to generating spin currents
(necessary in spintronics) is to use the spin Hall effect (SHE),
where electric current generates a transverse spin current. The
intrinsic spin Hall conductivity (SHC) can be calculated by
integrating the spin Berry curvature over the BZ. Since anti-
crossings in the electronic structure induced by SOC can lead
to a large Berry curvature, to maximize SHC, one needs to
maximize the number of band anti-crossings (gapped by SOC)
at EF , among other parameters. A DNL consists of an infinite
number of Dirac points along the line of degeneracy, and, un-
less protected by spatial symmetries as described earlier, are
gapped due to SOC. Therefore it is natural to think that gapped
DNL materials have large intrinsic SHEs. It has recently been
found the DNL in metallic rutile oxides IrO2, OsO2, and RuO2
contribute to the large SHC in these materials75.
The interaction of nodal line materials with light is another
avenue for future work. It has been studied in DSMs and
WSMs that circularly polarized light can couple with elec-
trons and break the time-reversal symmetry of the material
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TABLE VIII: Experimentally confirmed and theoretically predicted topological nodal line semimetals
Materials Symmetry Topological type without SOC(+ SU(2)) Topological type with SOC Gap Size
MSiS (M = Zr, Hf) I + TR + mirror glide
DNLS
DNLSAIrO3 I + TR + mirror glide
IrO2 I + TR + mirror glide
Pb(Tl)TaSe2 Mirror WNLSKCu2EuTe4 Mirror
Cu3NX (X = Ni, Cu, Pd, An, Ag, Cd) I + TR + C4
DSMCaTe I + TR + C4
LaX (X = N, P, As, Sb, Bi) I + TR + C4
TaAs Mirror WSMHfC Mirror
MTC I + TR
TI
0.13 meV at 1.5 K
AX2 (A = Ca, Sr; Ba; X = Si, Ge, Sn) I + TR < 160 meV
Hyperhoneycomb lattice I + TR N/A
Ca3P family I + TR
From 1.76 meV
to 47.14 meV
Ca3P2 I + TR + Mirror 9 meV
Cu2Si I + TR + Mirror <15 meV
Hg3As2 I + TR + Mirror 34 meV
CaAgX (X = P, As) TR + Mirror P = 1 meV; As = 75 meV
through the Floquet effect62–64. This light-induced interaction
gives rise to a photovoltaic anomalous Hall effect as well as
large photocurrents156. It has been theorized that such an in-
teraction can also happen in NLSs, that circularly polarized
light could break a nodal line into Weyl points accompanied
by a signature of anomalous Hall conductivity tunable by the
incident light157–159. The anomalous Hall conductivity de-
pends largely on the location of EF : when the degeneracy is
at the EF , the induced Hall conductivity depends on the radius
of the nodal ring and not on intensity of the light. However,
when the EF is far away from the line node, the Hall conduc-
tivity does vary with the light intensity56. This dependence of
Hall conductivity on EF could have potential applications in
phototransistors based on nodal line materials157.
The recent advances in the theoretical understanding of
NLS and specifically the underlying symmetry causes of
DNLs and WNLs have led to the discovery of several good
candidate materials. Now experimental investigation of the
properties stemming from this novel physics is expected to
develop and drive the next wave of topological physics stud-
ies, both in a fundamental as well as applied manner.
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